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Particle correlations are extensively studied to obtain information about the dy-
namics of hadron production. From 1989 to 2000 the four LEP collaborations
recorded more than 16 million hadronic Z0 decays and several thousand W+W−
events. In Z0 decays, two–particle correlations were analysed in detail to study
Bose–Einstein and Fermi–Dirac correlations for various particle species. In fully–
hadronic W+W− decays, particle correlations were used to study whether the two
W bosons decay independently. A review of selected results is presented.
1 Introduction
The analysis of particle correlations in high energy interactions gives impor-
tant information about the hadron production mechanism, complementary to
studies of global event properties and single–particle distributions.
The LEP e+e− collider provides an ideal environment for such studies.
From 1989 until 1995, LEP operated at centre–of–mass energies around 91
GeV which allowed each of the four experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and
OPAL, to record more than four million hadronic Z0 decays. From 1996, after
the collider energy had been increased above the WW threshold, until the end
of LEP four years later, each experiment recorded about ten thousandW+W−
events. A hadronic decay of a Z or W boson leads to some dozen particles in
the final state, mostly charged pions and photons from the decay of the π0
mesons, but also, to a lesser extent, to kaons, protons and lambda hyperons,
which allows to study particle correlations in detail.
Bose–Einstein correlations (BEC) between identical bosons are a well es-
tablished phenomenon in high energy physics experiments and are often con-
sidered to be an equivalent of the Hanbury Brown & Twiss1 (HBT) effect in
astronomy describing the interference of photons emitted incoherently. An
alternative approach was proposed by Andersson et. al.2 taking into acount
the dynamics of hadron formation in a coherent production process within
the framework of the Lund string model related to the symmetrisation of the
quantum–mechanical amplitude.
Bose–Einstein correlations lead to an enhanced production of identi-




Traditionally it is studied using a two–particle correlation function
C(p1, p2) = ρ2(p1, p2)/ρ˜2(p1, p2), where ρ2 and ρ˜2 are the two–particle densi-
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ties with and without BEC, respectively. For the construction of the reference
sample ρ˜2 frequently a MC model without BEC is used. Following the pioneer-
ing analysis of Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee and Pais3 (GGLP), a correlation
function of type C(Q) = 1 + λ exp(−Q2r2) is often used to yield a value for
r, which is interpreted to be the emitter radius. The factor λ measures the
strength of the BEC effect but sometimes absorbs experimental inpurities.
Extra terms in the parametrisation are occasionally used to account for im-
perfections in the description of other correlations in the reference sample.
2 Particle Correlations in Z0 Decays










 / ndof = 42.55/40
l  = 0.286– 0.008
r = 0.459 – 0.010 fm
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Figure 1. Correlation function C(Q) for pairs of charged and neutral pions.
Fig. 1 shows recent L3 measurements4 of the correlation function for
charged (left) and neutral (right) pion pairs using a MC without BEC as
the reference samples. For both the charged and neutral pion pairs an en-
hancement at low Q is clearly visible. Using a parametrisation a` la GGLP,
the obtained source radius for neutral pions is tending to be smaller than r
for charged pions, as qualitatively expected in the Lund string model5.
2.2 Elongation of the Pion Source
A difference in the Bose–Einstein correlation length longitudinally and trans-
versely with respect to the jet axis in e+e− annihilation, arises naturally in a
model for Bose–Einstein correlations based on the Lund string model6.



















Figure 2. The Longitudial Centre–of–Mass System.
In the Longitudinal Centre–of–Mass System, which is defined for each pair
of particles as the system in which the sum of the two particles’ momenta is
perpendicular to the thrust axis of the process, the three–momentum differ-
ence ~Q is decomposed in three components as illustrated in Fig. 2. An analysis
with a GGPL parametrisation, separately for the components Qlong, Qt,side
and Qt,out, gives access to the transverse and longitudinal emitter radius. In
spite of different methods for the construction of the reference sample, the
results7 of DELPHI, L3 and OPAL consistently demonstrate that the parti-
cle emission source is elongated along the direction of motion with a ratio of
transverse to longitudinal radius in the range 0.6—0.8.
2.3 Bose–Einstein Correlations in Kaon Pairs
Bose–Einstein correlations have also been established in charged and neutral
kaon pairs at LEP. The left–hand side of Fig. 3 shows the correlation func-
tion of selected pairs of charged kaons obtained by OPAL8. The kaons were
identified using information of the specific ionisation energy loss (dE/dx) in
the large volume jet chamber. For neutral kaons an enhanced production at
low Q is expected9 if the C parity of the system is +1 as for two KS mesons.
On the right–hand side of Fig. 3 the correlation function for pairs of KS is
shown as obtained by ALEPH10. The KS mesons were identified by using the
Mpi+pi− invariant mass spectrum for candidates with a secondary vertex.













Figure 3. Correlation function C(Q) for charged kaon pairs (left) and KS pairs (right).
Both analyses use a MC without BEC to construct the reference sample.
2.4 Fermi–Dirac Correlations
Recently it has been proposed11 to extract an emitter dimension for pairs
of equal baryons by utilising the Fermi–Dirac exclusion principle. The cor-
relation function can be parametrised by an equation similar to the GGLP
parametrisation with the plus sign replaced by a minus sign. Antisymmetris-
ing the total wave function yields four states, three of which are antisymmetric
in space and symmetric in spin. Thus, for an incoherent source, C(Q) should
decrease to a value 1/2 in the limit as Q→ 0. The left–hand side of Fig. 4
shows the ALEPH results12 for the correlation function from lambda and
anti–lambda pairs. The hyperons were identified with a similar method as
described for the KS mesons. Using three different methods for the construc-
tion of the reference sample (A, B, C), a depletion at low Q is observed in
all cases. As shown on the right–hand side of Fig. 4, a depletion for baryons
at low Q is confirmed by preliminary results from the OPAL collaboration13
using pairs of anti–protons, identified by dE/dx information.
2.5 Mass Dependence of the Emitter Radius
On the left–hand side of Fig. 5, the measured source radii for pairs of pions
(averaged by Alexander et. al.15), kaons, lambda hyperons and (anti–)protons
are plotted as a function of the hadron mass. A mass hierachy rpi > rK > rp,Λ
is visible, although the statement is only justified because of the baryon mea-
surements. The Lund string model in its basic form expects r(m) to increase
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